WHAT do
we DO ?
Company focused on Contributing
to the success of our clients.!

!

Sapran Inc. provides!
❖ consulting services!
❖ complete design!
❖ project management
Sapran Inc. is a Control!
Engineering firm!
specialized in!
❖ electrical design!
❖ process automation!
❖ System integration.!

!

Our company mission is to provide
excellence in engineering services
SAPRAN
Unit 30 - 1200 Aerowood Drive,
Mississauga,
ON L4W 2S7
+1 905 203 1732
www.sapran.ca

With headquarter in Toronto,
Canada, we serve clients!
throughout!
❖ North America and!
❖ Middle East!

!

on small and large scale projects.

ABOUT US
With its' roots firmly planted in the Burlington area, Sapran began offering
thermal imaging services in 2010, proudly serving the Southern Ontario region
and focusing in Toronto and the GTA.

CO NT ROL & AU TO M AT I O N :

Sapran Inc. provides engineering
and programming services to various
industries. Projects may vary in size,
from a limited study and analysis, to
a large-scale project including
design, supply and installation of
complete process lines.

!

Sapran Inc. is a product
independent company, integrating
systems from various leading drives,
PLC and HMI vendors to fit unique
requirement of each client. We are
multidiscipline engineering and
equipment supply firm.

PLC PROG RAMM IN G:

In a world that is plagued by downtime our PLC programmers
can help improve the reliability and repeatability of your old
equipment using a PLC application. Where an existing process
needs to be improved or an aging machine needs some new life
Sapran Engineering has the tools and expertise to improve your!
process with a PLC controller that will help keep you on the road
to profitability.developing electrical engineering plans for an
Electrical Site, power distribution system,illumination system,
Earthing and lightning protection system.
S CADA SYST EM :

We recognize the importance of an intuitive SCADA
system which provides all the detailed information for
the modern production environment. Multiple view
nodes, wireless stations, remote web access and dual
redundant systems are just a few of the bespoke areas
of SCADA integration that Sapran Inc has been involved
with.
E LE CT RICAL EN GI NE ERI NG :
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Sapran Engineering is a team of highly skilled Electrical Drafters
and Designers, offering electrical drafting services for any type
of building, substation, and sports field at competitive prices with
the attention and perfection you can depend on. We are capable
of developing electrical engineering plans for an Electrical Site,
power distribution system, illumination system, Earthing and
lightning protection system.

